
Web3, IP Creation B2B SaaS, Ecommerce

AI, 
Enterprise software

Sustainability＆
Upcycling

AISustainability＆
Cleantech

We are developing a fan driven Create-to-Earn platform with
legendary Japanese creators such as Mega Man, Street
Fighter, TEKKEN and Yu-Gi-Oh! for making the next big IPs.
Anyone can join to create and own a competitive Japanese IP
with the creators on our platform!

Mechlynx equips local businesses with the power to compete
with it's SaaS bicycle shop management platform. Through its
"virtual warehouse," Mechlynx gives its clients the logistics
infrastructure and economies of scale of the largest ecommerce
companies.

ONE ACT, INC.
PieceX is the world’s first AI-powered source code
marketplace. Global distribution of enterprise-level source
code will revolutionize the traditional software development
process, enabling anyone around the world to access high-
quality source code to rapidly develop new services. 

PEEL LAB

PEEL Lab Inc is a B2B GreenTech manufacturing plant based
leather from leftover pineapple leaves. Our mission is to
upcycle food loss, prevent animal cruelty and reduce carbon
emissions.

SOCIOUS INC.
Socious is a talent marketplace that makes impact work
accessible and transparent. We connect purpose-driven
professionals with impact organizations through AI matching.
We use blockchain to make impact work traceable and
reward contributions.
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GIGALOGY INC.
Gigalogy Inc. provides a SaaS solution using our own AI and
Large Language Models (LLMs) that transforms E-Commerce
businesses by enhancing product discovery, improving user
engagement, revenue growth and brand loyalty. 

Contact: Jordan Scott
jordan.scott@mechlynx.com

Contact: Tatsuya Nishioka
tatsuya.n@minnapad.com

Contact: Yusuke Asano
asano@oneact.jp

Contact:  Jim Huang
info@peel-lab.com

Contact: Seira Yun
yun@socious.io

Contact: Mosleh Uddin
mosleh@gigalogy.com
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CrowdChem Co., Ltd. develops and operates a data platform
to promote sales and development activities in the chemical
industry. By Collecting and linking patent and catalog data,
we can clarify what kind of combination of raw materials
should be used for product development and where to sell
your company’s products.

BOOSTDRAFT, INC.
BoostDraft redefines lawyers' ways of working by
eliminating fundamental inefficiencies in legal drafting. Our
software transforms MS into an assisted document editor,
freeing lawyers from tedious tasks, such as definition/section
reference look-up and format adjustments.

Holotch Inc. provides an advanced holographic
communication system. It leverages volumetric video’s
latest advances to facilitate immersive interactions and
presenting experiences that simulate face-to-face
encounters. .

Contact: Masaki Umeda
masaki.umeda@sora-tech.com

OUR  PLATFORM
Our marketing software has everything
you need to run a successful inbound
marketing strategy that grows traffic,
converts leads, and shows ROI.

DATAGUSTO INC.
datagusto automates the generation and operation of
prompts by automatically extracting relevant data to teach
AI. It enables the creation and operation of LLM-based
functions and applications without the need for prompt
engineers.

AI/LLM

SORATECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.
SORA Technology is revolutionizing global health by utilizing
advanced fixed-wing drones and AI in West Africa through
partnerships with governments and research institutions. The
flagship anti-malaria service employs drone and AI surveillance
to pinpoint high-risk breeding sites, optimizing larvicide
application.

Manufacturing

CROWDCHEM, INC.

HOLOTCH

SandBox, Inc. is proud to introduce our sensor-equipped
heavy bag, delivering innovative sports experiences and
stress relief. It calculates continuous shock values and tracks
calorie burn during exercise. 

Contact: Tatsuya Tayagaki
tayagaki@skiday.app

The Japan External Trade Organization (JETRO) is a government agency established
in 1958 to promote trade and investment between Japan and the rest of the world

through a global network spread over 70 regional offices abroad and over 40
offices in Japan.

SALLY, INC
Sally, Inc operates “UZU,” a platform where users can create and
play “Madamis,” conversational mystery games where players
become characters and solve cases. UZU allows anyone to post
content and earn revenue, boasting over 100,000 registered
users acquired organically without advertising. 

SANDBOX, INC.

X-HUB TOKYO Program is a platform that connects Tokyo with the global
innovation ecosystem and accelerates the startups that will open up a new era.

OUTBOUND PROGRAM supports Tokyo-based start-up companies in their journey
of global expansion in an aim to maintain the city’s global competitiveness.

Contact: Eitaro Hiraishi
hiraishi@sally-inc.jp

Contact: Koji Izumi
koji.izumi@sandbox.inc

Contact: Yuki Maruoka 
yuki.maruoka@boostdraft.com

Contact: Hiroki Koike
hiroki@holotch.com

SKIDAY INC.
SKIDAY Inc. creates a global matching platform that connects
snow resorts with skiers and snowboarders by installing IoT
cameras at snow resorts to collect the latest condition
information, centralizing the data, and delivering it to skiers and
snowboarders. 

Contact: Mao Parr 
mao.parr@datagusto.jp

Contact: Hisaki Ikebata(Dr.)
h-ikebata@crowedchem.net

Sports Tech

Legal Tech Entertainment

Entertainment Sports Tech

Drone, AI,
Global Health
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